Platinum F-100 SE v.2
Recommended!
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TAGA Harmony Platinum F-100 SE v.2 floorstanding speakers: a rave review and recommendation by
AudioMuzoFans – an audio portal and a specialized audio group on Facebook (06-2017).
Listening
“We would like to draw your attention to the placement of the speakers. Each change of their placement and position
relative to each other brings noticeable changes…
What stands out from the beginning it is the way how a musical scene is built. The modeling of the musical image
could be rather considered closer to the one that good monitors are building rather than this size of the
loudspeakers. This is one of the greatest strengths of these speakers. It seems to us that it is the result of good
matching of high and mid drivers. Of course, it is not that there is some lack of the lowest registers, but they are not
so crucial for building the scene. Large symphony orchestras are not a problem for them. Thanks to high accuracy in
the high-mid tone range in the previously mentioned large compositions we get a palpable, selective and spatial
sound…
During the listening sessions, we noticed that it is rather not a warm sound but it is natural and balanced
throughout the range, so that we receive an accurate music message…
We do not have to guess whether the sound came out or not. It is simply audible. The micro-dynamics is really a big
advantage of the speakers. Voices, especially female, are not artificially colored…”
Summary
“Bearing in mind the above, one cannot pass indifferently by this product which does not only sound in a very natural
way but additionally its quality of workmanship is attractive and it is priced very reasonably. With a clear conscience
we can recommend the Taga Harmony F-100 SE v.2 to those who value quality for reasonable money and seek
natural sound performance…
For the whole “price / quality / sound”, we award the Taga Harmony Platinum F-100 SE v.2 AUDIOMUZOFANS
RECOMMENDATION”

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.taga-audio.com

